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ABSTRACT 

User Experience has always been an integral part of HCI 
research. Augmentation of workstation involves enhancing 
the traditional devices on both hardware and software levels. 
In this paper we describe the workstation augmentation that 
has been done over the years and what is the current 
technology we use to interact with the mouse, keyboards, 
tabletops and displays. We present the literature on the 
desktop augmentation right from its inception till now, 
describing interaction modalities, novel design spaces, new 
breed of desktop devices and the future possibilities. We also 
provide an insight into where workstation augmentation is 
going next in the future. 
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BACKGROUND LITERATURE 
Augmenting the desktop workstation is not a new concept. It 
dates back in time even before the desktop computers 
became common. There have been designs on how to arrange 
files, paper and clutter on the desk. Some of the breakthrough 
works in workstation augmentation include those by 
Engelbart and Sholes [67,68]. 

There has been a lot of research over the last 25 years to 
provide better experience to the user in the field of HCI. This 
paper specifically focuses on the augmentation of the 
traditional desktop environment and describes the works that 
have been done. 

The primary rationale of augmenting the desktop 
workstation is to better blend it in office activities. Several 
works aimed at enabling simultaneous work with physical 
information such as paper documents and digital 
information. The idea is to enhance paper documents that is 

cheap, familiar, easy to read, etc. with computation rather 
than replacing them with computers. For instance, the 
DigitalDesk [54] recognize and scan paper documents with 
a camera and augment them with videoprojection. Earlier 
desk interactions aimed at making use of different input 
methods and switching among them. InteractiveDesk [1] 
offered a large desktop display with a pen-input facility, an 
ordinary upright display with keyboard and an overhead desk 
monitoring camera.  

There have been many interaction techniques proposed to 
replace the traditional devices like the mouse, keyboard and 
monitor screens, yet arguably these traditional devices 
remain quite permanent in our daily lives and will probably 
stay for a long time. Samuel et al [53] explains the five major 
advantages of the desktop computer over portable computing 
devices. Most of our everyday interactions with computer 
systems still rely on desktop computers, usually involving 
one or several screens as displays, a keyboard (modular or 
embedded like in laptops) and a pointing device. It is 
believed that the devices like the traditional mouse are best 
suited to office work requiring speed and accuracy. This is 
why many academic works focus on improving these 
ubiquitous devices. The sustainability of the desktop 
workstation has encouraged researchers to explore ways to 
augment it. The most common approach is to augment the 
software aspect of the workstation such as new window 
managers (e.g. [7]). In comparison, little physical approaches 
have been investigated. 

Since then user experience has been enhanced in the desktop 
environment. For instance, providing visual feedback, virtual 
space [3], collaboration [8] and portability [17]. 

This paper is sought to build upon the related work in the 
area of augmented desktop and traditional devices (mouse, 
keyboard, monitor) keeping in mind the design and hardware 
aspect. We discuss studies that have inspired the new and 
upcoming field of Augmentation of desktops and other 
information interfaces. 

 

CURRENT RESEARCH 
We subdivide this section into 4 subcategories that bring out 
the motivations and methodology behind workstation 
augmentation. We discuss augmented desktop workstations, 
augmenting individual devices, proxemics and finally the 
objects that are capable of moving. 
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Augmented workstation 

HuddleLamp [75] is a desk lamp with an integrated RGB-D 
camera to keep a track of user and devices movements on a 
table. This enables a new breed of spatially aware multi user 
and multi device applications without an interactive tabletop. 

Other approaches make good use of everyday human skills 
to augment desktop workstation, typically designers who use 
Wacon tablets for drawing-like activities. In that respect, 
Hinckely et al considers the ability of humans to use both 
hands in the real world and present a set of two-handed 
interaction techniques for desktop [14].  

A final approach considers the furniture surrounding the 
desktop workstation to extend peripheral interaction. For 
instance, office workers can use the desk as an input (touch 
or pen input for shortcuts) or output surface to extend the 
monitor display area with video-projection [3, 17, 45]. Magic 
desk [3] incorporates multi-touch surfaces into desktop 
work. It uses a pico-projector to project on free unused space 
on the desk giving the user more scope for interaction.  The 
chair can also be used as an input device to capture emotional 
data, gesture input and support office activities (e.g. [35, 
36]). 

Augmented devices 

In parallel, several works augment independently input de- 
vices in order to provide novel input or output capabilities.  
Some mouse prototypes introduce novel input modalities, for 
instance, to capture rotations [21, 24, 33] or multitouch in- 
put. Others provide visual [50] or haptic [21, 22, 29] feed- 
back. In particular, the Immersion FEELit mouse is mounted 
on a pantograph [37] to provide efficient haptic sensations 
but its displacements are limited to a few centimeters without 
the possibility to lift it. Park et al. embedded an 
electromagnet in a mouse operated over a metal plate to 
control the difficulty to move the mouse [29]. However, it is 
not capable of moving, making the guidance scenarios 
impossible. The famous two-ball mouse [24] to sense the z-
axis angular motion provides user with an additional degree 
of freedom. Adaptive Mouse [55] is designed on mental 
intuition of the user that uses hall-effect sensors to bring 
about physical shape free design for a mouse. Designs have 
been built to incorporate electromagnets to provide tactile 
feedback in a haptic mouse [60]. Active Mouse developed by 
Kudo et al [61] consists of an Omni-travelling mechanism, 
force sensor, position sensor and communication and control 
system. Some shape changing designs for the mouse have 
also been proposed like Inflatable Mouse [21] that is a 
volume adjustable input/output device. Designs of 
embedding a touch-screen on a mouse also exists [50]. 
Mouse designs by Microsoft have been proposed that gives 
the users the capabilities to use multiple fingers at once 
bringing up novel gestural interactions and pointing [69].  
 
Some augmented keyboards have been proposed to sense 
gestures inputs [46, 52] or pressure inputs [9]. Other 

keyboards provide visual [4] or additional haptic feedback 
[2, 40].  In general keyboards has been a less experimented 
device and the best example is the design by Bailly et al [2] 
of the Metamorphe keyboard. It is a novel keyboard with 
height changing keys that provide haptic and visual 
feedback. GestKeyboard [53] offers a technique for 
gesturing over ordinary, unmodified keyboard. Some 
keyboards combine the physical ergonomic qualities with 
dynamic display and also by attributing motion sensing 
capabilities to it [4, 46]. One thing to note here is that all 
these designs of the keyboard are immobile. In the recent 
years, there have been keyboard designs with locomotive 
abilities. We discuss more about this in the future directions 
section. 
 
Screen modifications have been done to help single and 
multi-user interactions. Actuated displays [6, 8, 20, 42, 44, 
51] have been proposed in different contexts. For instance, 
TouchMover [44] is a touchscreen mounted onto a rail 
exerting forces when users are pushing it in the context of 
virtual reality. In video- conferencing, tablet displays 
mounted on pan-tilt robotic plat- form have been proposed to 
increase immersion and telepresence [8, 20, 51]. Tilt 
Displays [56] have a multi axis tilting and actuation 
mechanism that provides visual feedback and gives the 
ability to physically mutate providing user with a range of 
new applications. RoCo [6] is a robotic display with 5 
degrees of freedom to improve ergonomics. Morphees [57] 
introduces shape resolution which adds to the existing 
definitions of screen and touch resolution. Although these 
are some novel ways of augmenting displays, the size of 
these displays is already small that fits in user’s hand. The 
latest LivingDesktop [70] monitor supports these different 
applications.  
 

Proxemic interaction 

With the shift of the computers to our homes, most of the 
desk space became free. This led researchers to innovate 
methods of using the free space, opening new design spaces 
for interactions.   An important aspect when it comes to space 
and distance in HCI, is Proxemic interaction and micro-
mobility.  
 
Proxemic interaction [11] describes the interaction between 
users and computing devices based on Hall’s theory about 
people’s use of distance to mediate their interactions with 
other person [12].  
 
Among others, Greenberg et al. describes the orientation and 
distance between persons or between a user and computing 
devices, as key measures mediating the interaction in the 
context of ubiquitous computing. Micro-mobility [23] is at a 
different scale and considers” the way in which an artifact 
can be mobilized and manipulated for various purposes 
around a relatively circumscribed, or at hand, domain”.  
 



Objects capable of moving 

ActiveCube [58] was one of the first projects that displayed 
interactions with 3D virtual objects using actual physical 
cubes. Since then, the concepts of robotics have been used to 
create more user interface prototypes. There have been 
attempts to augment general tables with actuation 
capabilities. MoleBot [59] is a classic example of the use of 
robotics for physical transformations on table based or 
organic user interface. It moves around the table in the form 
of a molehill cast by vertical movable pins and is capable of 
interacting through gestural commands. It is capable of only 
actuating very light weight objects of small dimensions such 
as paper clips and small magnetic balls. Things that hover 
[62] tries to augment desktop objects with the help of 
piezoelectric air blow actuators and contact-less power 
source using a capacitive mat. Besides providing insufficient 
power, it also restricts the area of interaction. There have 
been prototypes that use array of electromagnets under the 
table for actuation [28, 48]. 

Augmented Coliseum [63] is a display based game 
environment using augmented reality and small robots. 
Emanuel et al [47] through his work ACTO supports the use 
of robotics to actuate devices on a work bench with the help 
of modular actuated tangible objects. The Planar manipulator 
display [64] project is based on the se of robotics and 
graphics to build a self-sorting system on traditional table 
and proposes the concept of actuated sand table. RoboTable 
[65] creates a framework that can create a mixed-reality 
environment involving mobile robot interaction with 
physical and virtual objects. While all of these works 
enhance the user experience with physical table/desk objects, 
the size becomes a challenge. MetaDESK [66] is a user 
interface platform that supports physical interaction with 
digital information through the manipulation of physical 
objects and surfaces. 

 

FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
Interacting with desktop components is very natural and 
intuitive. However, at times, users feel the need of semi-
automated systems that could help/guide them in performing 
particular tasks besides adding dynamism. The future of 
desktop augmentation is moving towards changing 
form/structure of the workstation components itself to suit 
user needs. Shape-changing interfaces [71] help the users 
achieve this by enhancing interactions with the virtual world. 
Shape-changing devices can physically change their shape, 
volume or texture [71] in order to enhance user experience 
or adapt to their context of interaction [39]. Shape changing 
has been explored on various types of devices such as mobile 
devices [39], keyboards [2] or displays [72, 56, 73]. 

inFORM [73] provides a novel interaction technique for 
shape changing UIs by giving physicality to traditional pixels 
with the help of vertical actuation of small motorized 
polystyrene pins on the table. Shape-changing interfaces 

often lead to an exploration of new design space [71]. 
Gesture Output [39] aims to provide an eye-free output to 
users on smartphones and tablets. Follmer and Leithinger 
[74] have explored the use of clay-like polymer substance to 
provide new category of input devices. It uses capacitive and 
electric field sensing with index matched particles and fluids 
for high resolution shape sensing. Most of the shape-
changing interfaces work focus on enhancing the tangibility 
of the devices, not the physical space around such devices.  

Inspired by the literature discussed until now, there have 
been attempts that are going on to give users a better 
experience and the future looks bright. One such work by 
Bailly et al [70] in the recent year has been to build a desktop 
that can self-configure itself and that keeps a note of user 
interactions. His work on the LivingDesktop provides many 
scenarios that improve ergonomics, facilitates collaboration, 
leverages context and reinforces physicality. LivingDesktop 
proposes a self-propelled mouse actuated by magnets 
underneath the desk controlled by a 2D robotic arm. The 
LivingDesktop is also related to Proxemic interaction and 
micro-mobility because it considers the distance between the 
desktop devices and the user, the other devices and possible 
objects on the desk from meters to centimeters. The proof-
of-concept prototype embeds a permanent magnet in a mouse 
and attach a XY plotter mounted with a strong magnet under 
the table to provide haptic feedback and to make the mouse 
capable of moving. A wireless keyboard is augmented with 
a robotic base capable of moving in 2D plane on a desktop. 
The monitor screen is capable of translation and rotation as 
per user needs and sometimes semi-automatic. 

 

CONCLUSION 
Despite so much of research that has been done already on 
workstation augmentation to provide a better Office 
Experience, there is still scope of novelty. The recent 
interests and growth of the augmented reality field can join 
hands with the current research and open doors for another 
exciting field which we would like to call ‘Office sci-fi’. 
With the latest developments by companies like the Oculus 
rift, desktop workstation environment will be enhancing for 
an even better User Experience in the coming time. 
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